Nuclear War on the Fourth Floor
Sebastian DePaula

Fourth East was transformed into a grimy war zone on Tuesday night as Slugs clashed with the troops of Third East in the ongoing struggle for the Third Eastrator. The violence was sparked by Tetzano’s theft of our cocoa; a ransom note was left offering to return the cocoa under condition of surrender of the Easterner, lasting a threat on our main export, and adhering to our anti-terrorist-negotiation policy, we launched a counter attack; vibrating the building until our foes were forced to fight. Among the bedding that followed, much sweat was shed, and several articles of clothing were lost. Rooms were ransacked into, people hit the ceiling, and a stench was raised the likes of which Walcott has never known, but in the end Slugs fought valiantly alongside our courageous allies from 4e, and the Third Eastrator remains secure in the hands of the master race, Fourth East. The Eastrator is the greatest treasure and most dangerous weapon at EC. And he who controls it, controls our destiny.

The Fall of Goodale
Andrew Westerdale

It was in this fine publication that self proclaimed Room Wars veteran Walker “W. R.” Chan advised freshmen to “make a solid investment based on property values... A wise plan for freshmen would be to invest in Goodale where property values are low but steadily rising.” It has been almost 8 months since that prediction, and Goodale’s property values have been rising as steadily as Ford’s stock prices.

Things hit rock bottom this past Tuesday at the EC Elections. With $100 for the hall and the presidency for Nate Pillo on the line, this was a critical, once in a lifetime election. One who’s importance exceeds anything we’ve seen since Barack Obama’s victory over John McCain back in November 2008. Sure Nate won the election, and the hall put up a respectable 88.

A demographic breakdown of who voted shows that 100% of Bemiseans, 100% of Goodazzlers and 94% of Walcottians voted, but only 56% of Goodalites made it to the polls. Some have attributed this strong showing to the fact that Goodale is farther from the EC Elections. With $100 for the hall and the presidency on the line, this was a critical, once in a lifetime election. One who’s importance exceeds anything we’ve seen since Barack Obama’s victory over John McCain back in November 2008. Sure Nate won the election, and the hall put up a respectable 88.
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